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Canadian Sport for Life Kingston 
PLAY Library Physical Literacy Family Kit 
Providing movement experiences for children ages 6 to 12 and their families.

What is Physical Literacy?
Just as children learn language skills through reading and writing, they also need 
to learn movement skills through playing and trying new things. By mastering 
fundamental movement skills, children will find it easier to learn fundamental 
sport skills. The combination of these two types of skills forms the basis of 
physical literacy and opens the door to new sports and physical activities. 

Let’s Get Started! 
Why a Physical Literacy Family Kit?
The contents of this Family Kit have been carefully chosen with a wide range of 
fundamental movement and sports skills in mind.  Most games are best suited to a large 
space or outdoors.  Have fun as a family using the equipment and games provided.  
Make up your own games, or just play freely with the items.  The skills emphasized in 
the kit include: walking, balance, coordination, speed, running, kicking, hitting, catching, 
jumping, hopping, skipping, galloping, and throwing.  In addition, this kit emphasizes the 
development of fundamental sports skills including: aim, accuracy, stability, dodging, 
gaining possession, and avoiding getting out.
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Net/Wall

Net/Wall games involve a net, a wall, or a court.  The purpose of 
net/wall games is for a child or team to send an object into an 
opponent’s court so that it cannot be returned within the court 
boundaries. Tennis, badminton, and volleyball are examples of net 
games.

Territory
The purpose of territory games is to score by invading the 
opponents' territory. The goal is to score more points than the 
opposing team.  Soccer, football, basketball, and hockey are good 
examples of territory games.

Striking and 
Fielding

In these striking and fielding games there are two sides or teams, 
a fielding teeam and a batting team.  The two teams compete with 
the purpose of scoring more runs than the other team.  Softball 
and baseball are examples of striking and fielding games. 

In target-type games, children score by avoiding obstacles to get 
their objects closer than their opponent’s objects to the target. 
Bowling, golf, curling, and croquet are good examples of target 
games.

Target

The Physical Literacy Kit is divided into four categories that emphasize 
transferable skills and build on fundamental sports skills:
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Equipment 
•	 1 hula hoop
•	 1 pylon
•	 Rubber chicken, stuffed animals, or bean 

bags
•	 Ball(s)
•	 2 skipping ropes to mark lines

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Throwing
•	 Aim
•	 Accuracy

Number of Players
•	 1 or more
*You could challenge yourself?

How to Play 
1. Place a pylon in the middle of a hula hoop.
2. Select lines 5 paces and 10 paces away from the pylon.  Walk 5 paces from pylon, place 

skipping rope to mark a line. Walk 5 more paces from the skipping rope and place the other 
rope to mark a line.

3. The player selects an object (e.g. bean bag, rubber chicken or stuffed animal) and throws it 
at the pylon.

4. The player scores 1 point if the object lands in the hoop, 2 points for hitting the pylon.  Each 
of the points is doubled if the player throws from the 10 pace line.

5. After each throw, the player either jumps, hops, skips or gallops to retrieve the object before 
the next player’s turn.

6. Play as a game with one or more players.  The first one who is able to score a perfect 21 
points is the winner.

Challenge
•	 Speed: who can score the most points in a specified amount of time?
•	 Use a ball to play the same game.

21
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•	 What happens to your accuracy when you throw from different 
distances?

•	 How do you adapt, when using a ball?

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 Rubber chicken or stuffed animal for 

discus
•	 Pool noodle for javelin
•	 Skipping rope to mark lines

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Throwing
•	 Stability
•	 Aim 
•	 Accuracy

Number of Players
•	 1 or more

How to Play 
1. Establish the playing area or boundaries and throwing line.
2. Ensure the objects are being thrown away from the players.
3. Using a pool noodle for the javelin, the player can run with the javelin, but must release it 

before the line.
4. Using a rubber chicken or stuffed animal for the discus, the player should make one 

complete rotation and then release the object while staying behind the pre-designated 
line.

Challenge
•	 Decrease the width of the designated area to make it more difficult to keep the objects 

within the boundary.
•	 Play as a family: divide the family into 2 even teams.  Challenge each team to beat the 

combined throwing distance of the other team.

Crazy Field Events
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•	 What technique worked best when throwing the javelin 
or discus?

•	 Discuss methods your child could use to improve their 
technique with a skill (e.g. watching someone or a 
YouTube video of someone who is a master at the skill, 
asking for help).

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 Balls–gator ball, basketball, soccer ball, 

tennis ball, golf ball 
•	 4 pylons
•	 Skipping rope to mark lines

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Underhand throwing
•	 Aim
•	 Accuracy

Number of Players
•	 2 or more

How to Play 
1. Create a throwing line using the skipping rope.  You will throw the gator ball from this line.
2. Approximately 4 or 5 metres away from the throwing line, place 4 pylons horizontally 

(about 2 metres apart).
3. Place a basketball on top of the first pylon.
4. Place a tennis ball on top of the second pylon.
5. Place a soccer ball on top of the third pylon.
6. Place a golf ball on top of the fourth pylon.
7. The goal of the game is to try and knock the balls off of the pylons and score as many 

points as possible using the gator ball.
8. The basketball is worth 2 points, the soccer ball is worth 3 points, the tennis ball is worth 

4 points, and the golf ball is worth 6 points.
9. Each player takes 4 throws.  The points from each ball can only be used once by each 

player.  Use the underhand technique to throw.

Challenge
•	 Vary the distance of the throwing line.  From the closest line, the points are as outlined 

above, from a further line the points can be multiplied by two.  If you add a third line the 
points can be multiplied by three.

•	 Use a different sized balls as the throwing ball to make it easier or harder to knock the 
balls off the pylons.

Bowling for Balls

8
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Talk about...

•	 What things did you need to consider when determining 
which ball to aim for or which line to throw from? (e.g. level 
of difficulty, risk vs reward) 

•	 Name some real life decisions where you have to make 
decisions that are similar to this game.
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Equipment 
•	 2 hula hoops
•	 1 ball or other throwing object (e.g. 

rubber chicken)

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Underhand or overhand throwing
•	 Scoring goals

Number of Players
•	 6-8 

How to Play 
1. Decide on a playing area and place hula hoops at either end of the playing area.  
2. Each team begins by standing on their half of the playing area and with one of their 

players standing in the opposite hula hoop.
3. One team starts with the ball and passes the ball to teammates to move the ball up the 

playing area, with the goal of reaching their own player with the ball, who is standing in 
the opposite hula hoop.

4. Players must pass the ball within 3 seconds and are only allowed to take 3 steps with the 
ball before they must pass it.  The players can choose either an overhand or underhand 
throw.

5. Once the team is successful in getting the ball to the player in their hula hoop, switch 
players in the hula hoop and let the other team begin with the ball.

Challenge
•	 Use more than one ball or object in the game.
•	 Kick or dribble the ball or object.

Hoopster
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•	 What types of communication did you use to make your 
team successful?

•	 What strategies were helpful to get the ball to the person 
in the hoop? 

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 2-4 scarves or cloth streamers such as 

torn pieces of old t-shirts

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Dodging
•	 Gaining possession

Number of Players
•	 2+, in partners
*This game can also be played in singles

How to Play 
1. Each player puts one or 2 of the scarves or cloth streamers in the back of their shorts or 

pants.  If using 2 scarves, space them evenly apart.  These are the tails.
2. One person counts down from 10 to begin the game.
3. The goal is to take the tail from your opponent(s).
4. When an individual has lost all their tails, the tails are returned and the game is played 

again.
5. Count how many times the tail can be removed in a certain period of time.
6. There is no body contact allowed.

Challenge
•	 Add more players to the game.
•	 Play the same game as outlined above, but give each player a basketball.  Play the game 

of Tail Chase while dribbling a basketball.

Tail Chase

12
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•	 What strategies were successful when trying to get your 
partners tail? 

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 1 ball or other object to throw

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Underhand throwing
•	 Gaining possession

Number of Players
•	 Groups of 4

How to Play 
1. Groups form a triangle with one player in the middle.
2. Players try to complete passes without dropping the ball or having the player in the 

middle intercept the pass.
3. If the ball is dropped or if the player in the middle intercepts the ball, the thrower and 

person in the middle change places.
4. Switch the roles after 5 complete passes.
5. The player in the middle may not grab the ball from the opponents hand.

Challenge
•	 Use a soccer ball and pass the ball using feet.
•	 Decrease the playing area to make it more difficult.

Pickle in the Middle

14
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•	 Teamwork is an important life skill. How was teamwork 
important in this game in order to be successful?

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 4 pylons
•	 1 hula hoop
•	 4-6 balls (could also include bean bags 

and stuffed animals)

Fundamental Sports Skills
Running
Catching
Throwing
Aiming
Avoid getting out

Number of Players
•	 4+

How to Play 
1. The pylons are set up to form a square, with about 5 meters between each pylon. 
2. A hula hoop is placed inside the square, next to the first pylon.  The balls are placed 

inside the hula hoop.
3. One player starts as the “striker”.  The striker sends the balls into the playing area in 

whatever way he or she chooses by throwing underhand or overhand, kicking, rolling, etc. 
4. Once all the balls have been launched into the playing area, the striker runs around the 4 

pylons, counterclockwise, counting how many pylons he or she is able to run past.  Each 
pylon he or she gets to is counted as 1 point.

5. The other participants are named the ‘fielders’.  Fielders may begin anywhere in the 
playing area.  As the striker sends the balls into the playing area, the fielders must retrieve 
the balls and place them back into the hula hoop, as quickly as possible. 

6. Once all the balls are returned to the hula hoop, the striker must stop running.  The roles 
then change and a new person becomes the striker while all other participants work 
together as fielders.

It is the goal of the striker to get as many points as possible before all the balls are returned 
to the hula hoop, while the fielders are trying to return the balls as quickly as possible by 
working together.

Challenge
•	 Encourage the striker to use a different form of movement when travelling between the 

four pylons.  He or she could gallop, hop, or skip around the pylons.

Multi-Ball Baseball
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•	 Communication and teamwork are very important when you 
are a fielder in this activity!

•	 As the striker, first try to send the balls to different 
parts of the playing area, so that it is more challenging  
for the fielders to collect the balls.

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 1 paddle or racquet
•	 1 wiffle ball or utility ball
•	 2 buckets or milk crates

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Running
•	 Avoiding getting out

Number of Players
•	 6-8

How to Play 
1. Place 2 milk crates or buckets approximately 10 metres apart.
2. Within the group, begin with 1 player as the batter and the rest of the players as fielders.
3. The batter uses the paddle or racquet as the bat.
4. The batter stands at the “home bucket”.
5. One of the fielders pitches the ball underhand to the batter and continues to do so until 

the ball is hit.
6. The batter can hit the ball anywhere in the playing area.
7. Once the batter hits the ball, he or she runs with the paddle back and forth between the 2 

buckets.  
8. Each time he or she reaches a bucket safely, 1 run is scored.
9. The batter can stop at a bucket any time he or she feels they can’t make it safely to the 

next bucket.
10. The fielding team tries to get the batter out by:

a) catching the ball before it bounces,
b) hitting one of the buckets with the ball while the batter is running in between the 

buckets.
11. The same batter keeps batting until the fielding team gets the batter out, or the batter has 

hit the ball 6 times.
12. The pitcher becomes the new batter, one of the fielders becomes the new pitcher, and the 

old batter joins the fielding team.
13. Continue playing until everyone has had a chance to bat.

Challenge
•	 The batter tries a different form of movement (e.g. skipping, galloping).
•	 Each fielder touches the ball before the fielding team can try and get the batter out.

Cricket

18
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•	 Why did you decide to take the risk to run to the next bucket 
or not? 

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 1 utility ball
•	 Tape or pylons to mark off squares

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Stability
•	 Setting up to score
•	 Underhand passing
•	 Using hand as a paddle

Number of Players
•	 4

How to Play 
1. Divide the playing area into 4 squares as shown in the diagram.
2. Each player starts the game in a square.  Squares can be decided by picking numbers or 

playing Rock Paper Scissors.
3. The player who draws number 1 is in the first square, number 2 is in the second square, 

number 3 is in the third square, and number 4 in the fourth square.
4. The goal of the game is to be in the number 1 square.  In order to get there, you must 

knock out the opponents who are in the higher numbered squares.
5. The player in the number 1 square begins the game by serving the ball into any other 

square using an underhand open palm serve.
6. The players square that the ball lands in must then return the ball to any other players 

squares without letting the ball bounce more than once in his square.
7. All passes must be underhand.
8. If the ball is not returned after it lands in your area, you move down a square and other 

players move up (i.e. If you are in the first square and you do not return the ball, you 
move down to the fourth square and everyone else moves up one square.  If you are in 
the second square and you do not return the ball, you move down to the fourth square 
and third and fourth move up.)

Challenge
•	 Place a pylon in the middle of each square.  If a player hits another player's pylon he 

automatically moves up to the first square.

Squares
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•	 Did you feel pressured when the ball was coming to you?
•	 How did it make you feel when you were knocked out?
•	 Did it affect the way you played? 

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 2 paddles or racquets
•	 8 pylons
•	 1 wiffle ball

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Running and changing direction quickly
•	 Setting up to score

Number of Players
•	 2+, in partners

How to Play 
1. Create a long narrow rectangular court using 4 pylons.
2. Use 4 more pylons to create a net zone. The ball is not allowed to bounce in this area.
3. Players use their paddles or racquets to hit the wiffle ball into their opponents area.
4. Players try and hit the ball back and forth to each other, allowing 1 or 2 bounces on each 

side.

Challenge
•	 Change the width of the court to change the focus.

Pickle Ball
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•	 The "Ready Position" is when your body is in the most 
optimal position to react to the ball.

•	 Why is the "Ready Position" so important in this game?

Talk about...
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Equipment 
•	 4 pylons
•	 1 ball ( e.g. utility, red/white/blue bouncy 

ball)
•	 Wall

Fundamental Sports Skills
•	 Using hand as a paddle
•	 Setting up to score

Number of Players
•	 Partners

How to Play 
1. Partners begin by finding a space along a wall. Outline a square area using 2 of the 

pylons.
2. Use the other 2 pylons to divide the square into 2 halves.
3. One player stands in each of the 2 boxes.
4. The players use their hands as a paddle.
5. The goal is to hit the ball with your hand, so that the ball hits the wall and lands in your 

partner's side of the court.
6. Your partner must return the ball before it bounces twice. The ball must hit the wall and 

land in the opposite side of the court.
7. If the return is missed, the other player receives a point.
8. Continue playing until one player receives 5 points.
9. Start the game again.

Challenge
•	 Make the area wider to make it more difficult.
•	 Change the game to 2 players vs 2 players.  Take turns hitting the ball.

Wall Ball
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•	 What was the most successful strategy for getting the ball 
into your partner’s court? 

Talk about...
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FUNtervals
High Intensity Interval Games

Instructions
1. The purpose of FUNtervals is to tell a story using actions. 

2. Each red box is an interval (a period of time where activity is done).   

3. Each interval is done for 20 seconds. 

4. Rest for 10 seconds in between each interval.  Some activities have specific 
instructions for rest, others are left for you to decide what to do. 

5. Complete each interval with BIG MOVEMENTS and with as much speed in the 
movements as possible!

FUNtervals are high intensity interval type games that consist of whole body 
movements.  The interval pattern was originally designed by Izumi Tabata from Japan 
and was found to be just as effective in improving fitness as doing an hour's worth of 
running. Including a story line in the FUNterval activities, kids can get a good workout 
while using their imaginations with fundamental movement skills.  The best part about 
it?  It can be done anywhere, anytime.  The activities only last 4 minutes, require 
minimal amounts of space, and need no equipment.  Play hard!
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Popcorn
You have the esteemed duty of making popcorn for the entire city.  Aim to make 20 bags of 
popcorn for your first batch and top that number for the second batch!

Reach up and down to grab popcorn 
bags from a shelf above and put it in 
a “giant bowl” in front of you.

Pop the popcorn by doing jumping 
stars.

Squat down and scoop your arms 
in front of you and back up as if 
scooping into a giant sack beside 
you.  

Run on the spot to deliver the 
popcorn to the city while it’s still hot!

Repeat steps 1-4 and see if you can 
top the number of popcorn bags you 
popped the first time.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Repeat
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Rock Paper Scissors Dance
Complete the rock paper scissors dance as fast as you can 10 times to power up your 
rock paper scissors skills. On your rest, have a traditional rock paper scissors game with 
the person closest to you (best 2 out of 3).  Keep track of number of games won for a little 
added competition.

Rock-Crouch

Paper-Star

Scissors-Clap arms together above 
head, jump legs together.

Rest: Best 2 out of 3 traditional rock 
paper scissors battle.Rest

1.

2.

3.
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Winter X Games
You’ve been selected to compete in the Winter Olympics for 4 events! Wow, such 
impressive athletes. The first set is your practice for the big day. Second time around, give 
it all you’ve got to earn your place on the podium!

Cross Country Skiing: Jumping 
alternating lunges with arms swinging 
back and forth. Do a trick jump during 
rest.

Snowboard Moguls: Lunge shifting 
weight from side to side. Do a trick 
jump during rest.

Bobsled: Hold on to chair and sprint 
on the spot as if pushing the sled. 
During rest crouch down into your 
“sled”.

Speed Skating: Alternating semi circle 
lunges. During rest, glide with your 
hands up as you cross the finish line!

Repeat steps 1-4 and give it 
everything you’ve got to ensure a spot 
on the podium.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Repeat
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Rocket
You’re headed out for a space adventure!  You must prepare your ship and survive the 
travel to the moon to collect some delicious moon cheese.  Make it back in time with this 
rare delicacy for lunch.  Grilled moon cheese sandwiches anyone?

Reach up and squat down to put the 
crystals into the fuel tank.

Jump up and squat down to crush the 
crystals and activate their energy to 
power the ship.

Run to the front of the space ship and 
hop in to the pilot seat.

Call out dodge, jump, power jump 
(squat plus jump) to dodge asteroids 
while running on the spot.  After this 
you’ve made it to the moon/home 
(round 2)!

Repeat steps 1-4 to get back home.  
Hurry! Don’t want to be late for lunch! 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Repeat
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For more information on how and 
where to be active contact:
City of Kingston Recreation & Leisure Department 

•	 www.cityofkingston.ca/recreation 
•	 613-546-4291, ext. 1700

Kingston, Frontenac & Lennox and Addington Public Health 
•	 www.kflapublichealth.ca 
•	 Child & Babytalk Phone Line 

613-549-1154 or 1-800-267-7875 ext. 1555  
•	 Supporting Healthy Schools Line 

613-549-1232 or  
1-800-267-7875, ext. 1102 
healthy.schools@kflapublichealth.ca

Kingston Gets Active – www.kingstongetsactive.ca 

Ontario Early Years Centre:  
•	 Kingston and the Islands - 613-384-1231
•	 North, Central, and South Frontenac Township – Sharbot Lake - 613-279-2244
•	 Lennox and Addington County – Napanee - 613-354-6318 

FUNtervals
•	 Jasmin Ma, 8jkm@queensu.ca

Canadian Sport for Life (CS4L) Kingston is a national movement that was started to 
improve the quality of sport and physical activity in Canada.  Inspired by best-practices 
from all over Canada, CS4L Kingston is increasing opportunities for sport & recreation 
participation, implementing physical literacy in activities to promote lifelong participation in 
physical activity.

Games adapted from www.opheaprograms.net/playsport.

March 2014

CS4L Kingston is funded by the Province of Ontario, Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport.
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